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Abstract. Thyroid disorders are most commonly diagnosed using high-
resolution Ultrasound (US). Longitudinal nodule tracking is a pivotal
diagnostic protocol for monitoring changes in pathological thyroid mor-
phology. This task, however, imposes a substantial cognitive load on
clinicians due to the inherent challenge of maintaining a mental 3D re-
construction of the organ. We thus present a framework for automated
US image slice localization within a 3D shape representation to ease how
such sonographic diagnoses are carried out. Our proposed method learns
a common latent embedding space between US image patches and the
3D surface of an individual’s thyroid shape, or a statistical aggregation
in the form of a statistical shape model (SSM), via contrastive metric
learning. Using cross-modality registration and Procrustes analysis, we
leverage features from our model to register US slices to a 3D mesh rep-
resentation of the thyroid shape. We demonstrate that our multi-modal
registration framework can localize images on the 3D surface topology
of a patient-specific organ and the mean shape of an SSM. Experimen-
tal results indicate slice positions can be predicted within an average
of 1.2 mm of the ground-truth slice location on the patient-specific 3D
anatomy and 4.6 mm on the SSM, exemplifying its usefulness for slice
localization during sonographic acquisitions. Code is publically available:
https://github.com/vuenc/slice-to-shape

Keywords: Ultrasound · Multi-modal Registration · Statistical Shape
Models

1 Introduction

High-resolution Ultrasound (US) has detected the presence of thyroid nodules
in up to 69% of scans in randomly selected individuals [18]. While only 7-15%
of cases develop into malignant tumors, periodic screening is an essential pro-
phylactic measure in the early diagnosis and treatment of a debilitating disease.
B-mode US has been identified as the primary tool for diagnosing malignant
thyroid nodules for its ease of use, lack of harmful ionizing radiation [2], and
exceptional soft-tissue resolution [8]. A rise in the prevalence of thyroid cancer
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(a) US registration to patient-specific thyroid (b) US registration to mean shape of SSM 

Fig. 1. We propose the task of slice-to-shape registration. Our method successfully
localizes ultrasound images to 3D thyroid shapes from the same individual (a) and the
mean of a statistical shape model (b). The ground truth image plane is depicted in
green, and the prediction in yellow.

over the past decades has been mainly attributed to an increase in early detec-
tion with the help of more frequent US screenings [18]. However, US is highly
operator-dependent and requires significant training to generate clear and ac-
curate images. Furthermore, US images are abundant with noise and artifacts
induced by physical properties such as phase aberrations and attenuation, which
can introduce uncertainty and yield inconsistent diagnoses in thyroid nodule
classification [8] and thyroid volume [22] estimation. Methods that could im-
prove thyroid scanning and US image quality are therefore highly sought after
to increase early detection rates of thyroid cancer worldwide.

Observing a thyroid nodule’s evolution is a critical diagnostic protocol [8].
To understand how a nodule changes over time and if it is potentially developing
into a malignant tumor, clinicians meticulously match the thyroid morphology
to a previous US acquisition. Such a procedure requires significant dexterity,
elaborate training, and a cognitive 3D reconstruction while simultaneously con-
ducting a complex medical evaluation. Providing automated support for this
procedure could not only alleviate the cognitive burden on clinicians but also
reduce costs by enabling less experienced individuals to conduct these scans semi-
autonomously. Furthermore, this technological aid could extend potentially life-
saving diagnoses to remote communities that lack specialized medical expertise
[26,34,6]. A fundamental challenge in automating such a procedure is intra-organ
localization.

To address this problem generally, we therefore propose a framework for
slice-to-shape registration. Existing 2D-3D registration methods in the medical
domain either register image slices to individual 3D volumes [30,24] or aggregated
volumes in the form of a medical atlas [33]. While image-atlas-based methods
have been demonstrated effective for navigational support, deformable image
registration is ill-conditioned and difficult to regularize [13]. Furthermore, reg-
istration inaccuracies can yield unrepresentative voxel intensities in the atlas,
adversely affecting downstream slice-to-atlas registration. We propose the task
of slice-to-shape registration, by registering US slices to a 3D shape representa-
tion either directly obtained from an individual’s organ segmentation contour,
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or aggregated shapes in the form of a statistical shape model (SSM) for a more
general localization approach which does not require pre-operative acquisitions.

The medical imaging literature has not explored the registration of medi-
cal images to 3D organ shapes, particularly for statistical point distributions
(see Figure 1). We thus propose a self-supervised metric learning pipeline to en-
able matching and registration across US images and a 3D mesh representation
of an organ. We leverage unsupervised correspondence estimation to generate a
point distribution model (PDM) [4] and use these correspondences to map image
patches to a corresponding location on SSM shapes during training. Patch fea-
tures are extracted using separate deep neural networks, and their cross-modal
representations are used to localize a US query slice inside the SSM. Despite
having limited supervision and learning on a geometric surface representation,
our pipeline for partial thyroid registration successfully localizes US slices from
unseen subjects in an SSM.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

– We propose the task of slice-to-shape registration in medical imaging for 3D
organ shapes and SSMs.

– Our slice-to-shape correspondence pipeline enables registration of ultrasound
slices to 3D thyroid shapes through multi-modal contrastive metric learning.

– We evaluate the capabilities of our model for US slice localization on patient-
specific 3D thyroid meshes and SSMs, demonstrating for the first time that
2D US images can be localized within a geometric statistical distribution
without prior patient-specific acquisitions.

2 Related Work

2.1 SSMs and Image Atlases in Medical Imaging

Statistical Shape Models (SSMs) and Image Atlases have distinct yet intercon-
nected roles in medical imaging. Since the early 1990s, SSMs have been widely
employed for their efficient encapsulation of shape variations and usefulness in
enhancing the robustness of segmentation techniques [19]. Both methodologies
have found utility in diverse applications such as segmentation [27], registra-
tion [10,5], shape classification [16,23], and image augmentation [31,32]. More
recently, SSMs have been used as priors to improve the robustness of medical
image segmentation in deep neural networks [27], enhance myocardial motion
tracking [21], and facilitate the segmentation of the prostate in trans-rectal ul-
trasound [28]. In these applications, SSMs typically need to be deformably reg-
istered with an organ instance in the image space [27]. However, SSMs have also
been employed in a broader context of registration tasks, such as in percuta-
neous ultrasound [7], as a regularization tool in radiation planning [5], or in the
correction of cardiac slices [3].

Medical image atlases provide an integrated representation of shape and ap-
pearance, offering additional features beneficial for registration. However, build-
ing and utilizing an image atlas can be computationally intensive, and the qual-
ity heavily depends on accurate image registration, which can incur significant
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manual labor [13]. Automated methods for deformable registration have been ex-
tensively explored [13]. However, less-than-perfect registration results can yield
voxels that are not representative of any actual human anatomy, adversely af-
fecting downstream applications. This work focuses on SSMs in the form of point
distribution models (PDMs) obtained through unsupervised correspondence es-
timation [4], which are preferred in some applications as a generalizable and
lightweight statistical organ representation [1].

2.2 Multi-modal Registration

Multi-modal registration has been established as a cornerstone for surgical nav-
igation as well as pre-operative and general acquisition planning [20]. Several
data modalities have been proposed for navigational support, including multi-
template medical atlases [17], or using MRI for US acquisition planning [20].
Deep-learning-based methods have recently proven useful for multi-modal regis-
tration due to their robustness to initialization and accuracy [24]. Markova et.
al. propose to learn dense features from MRI and US modalities, which are com-
bined in a matching module using a confidence threshold and processed with
RANSAC to retrieve the pose. Alternatively, learning modality-invariant fea-
tures can be achieved by sampling triplets and driving together similar latent
descriptions of two deep neural networks through a contrastive or triplet loss
[11].

While multi-modal slice-to-volume registration is of high interest to the med-
ical community [12,24], the registration of image slices to statistical shape rep-
resentations has not been explored extensively. Ghanavati et al. first proposed
registering US slices to an image atlas generated by deformable registration of
CT images [15,14]. More recently, Yeung et al. proposed localizing slices within
an atlas of the fetal brain [33]. In contrast to these methods, we propose to
localize slices within a PDM. This incurs significant challenges, as PDMs lack
image intensity features and, unlike image atlases, only contain sparse and noisy
surface samples. The localization of slices to a PDM could overcome the deficits
image atlases suffer due to registration inaccuracies, as surface correspondence
estimation is generally less ill-posed than the deformable registration of dense
volumes. Unlike previous works, we therefore propose the task of slice-to-shape
registration. We use a triplet-learning loss to construct a common cross-domain
embedding space between US images and organ contours, enabling image local-
ization with respect to a 3D statistical geometry.

3 Method

In the following, we propose a deep learning framework to register a US image
slice to a 3D shape of the same organ. We first leverage self-supervised contrastive
learning to learn a common latent feature space between patches extracted from
compounded 3D US data and patches representing local portions of the 3D organ
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surface. We then sample patches from both modalities during inference, estab-
lishing an optimal matching via distance in the latent space. The slice location
can then be approximated based on these matches through several iterations of
a refinement algorithm, eliminating false-positive matches and narrowing down
the region on the surface where the slice is likely located.

We use a discretized signed distance field (SDF) to represent the 3D thyroid
surface. The SDF is constructed from one of three possible sources, depending
on the task:

– a patient-specific mesh created from the 3D ultrasound segmentation labels
(registering a US slice to the 3D SDF of the same patient)

– the SSM’s mean shape
– a shape sampled from the SSM distribution

For the SSM, we construct a point distribution model (PDM) to use as a
registration target for US patch features. Points are first brought into corre-
spondence using S3M [4] to form a matrix X ∈ Rn×d, with d point coordinates
for each of the n samples. One can then form the mean shape X̄ ∈ Rd and
covariance matrix S ∈ Rd×d over the n samples. Since S has rank n − 1, the
matrix has n− 1 eigenvectors vj with eigenvalues λj . Considering the sum

s = X̄ +

n−1∑
j=1

αjλjvj , αj ∼ N (0, 1) (1)

then s ∼ N
(
X̄, S

)
, which describes the desired distribution of the SSM. Next,

we use the correspondences X to register the US scan with the SDF voxel grid.
We proceed by learning a joint embedding space between the compounded

US images and the SDF for each of the three tasks. During inference, an unseen
US scan can be localized within the learned embedding space of the SDF by
comparing patches in the embedding space of both networks. For inference, we
use axis-aligned slices extracted from the compounded volume instead of raw B-
mode US slices and make the simplifying assumption that slices have a certain
thickness in the longitudinal (z-axis) direction. Figure 2 depicts the proposed
method.

3.1 Encoder training

Two 3D CNN encoders [9] are used to encode cube-shaped patches from each
modality into a common embedding space. These are trained with a weighted
soft-margin triplet loss [11] to ensure that geometrically corresponding patches
are mapped to similar regions in the embedding space. Our triplets consist of
anchor patches sampled from the US data and corresponding positive/negative
patches sampled from the SDF grid. All patches are sampled near the thyroid
surface. Anchor patches from the US data and positive/negative patches from
the SDF are then fed into the two respective encoders. Given the embeddings
e0 of a US anchor patch and e+, e− of the corresponding positive/negative SDF
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Fig. 2. Our framework for US localization within a PDM. The input comprises US data
and a 3D shape model (a). Anchor, positive, and negative patches are sampled from US
and SDF modalities (b), after which we learn a joint embedding across modalities with
a triplet loss (c). During inference, sampled patches are encoded and matched based
on their similarity in the embedding space (d). We employ Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE) and an iterative refinement to localize the position of a candidate slice on the
3D shape model (e).

patches, respectively, as well as a hyperparameter α, the weighted soft-margin
loss is

L(e0, e+, e−) = log(1 + exp(α (||e0 − e+|| − ||e0 − e−||))) (2)

To generate an approximately uniform distribution of samples across the organ’s
surface, we first use farthest point sampling [25] on the vertices of the scan-
specific segmentation label mesh (whose coordinates agree with the US image
space). A positive SDF patch is then defined as being in the same position as the
US anchor patch: For the SSM samples, this requires transferring the coordinates
to the semantically corresponding location in the SDF grid, which we achieve by
using the learned point-to-point correspondences of S3M [4]. For each positive
sample, a negative SDF patch is sampled uniformly from the SDF mesh vertices
among a percentile (e.g., 50%) of vertices furthest away from the positive patch
center.

3.2 Slice localization

During inference, we proceed by regressing a US image slice based on simi-
lar patches across the two embedding spaces. We first sample patch centers
from the two modalities to localize a US image in the SDF representation. SDF
patches are sampled via farthest point sampling of the mesh vertices. We sample
patches from the US slice near the thyroid surface using the available ground-
truth segmentation labels. In practice, these could be obtained by a real-time
segmentation network as in [22].

Next, patches are fed through the respective encoders to obtain patch embed-
dings, to which we apply the Hungarian matching algorithm using the Euclidean
distance to establish cross-modality matches between similar patches in the em-
bedding space. From these matches, we then estimate the slice location using
the Procrustes algorithm [29].
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To reduce the impact of false-positive matches, we run an iterative search,
narrowing down the search space based on the matches of the previous iteration.
To this end, we employ a kernel density estimation along the longitudinal axis
of the thyroid, and several local maxima are taken as candidate locations. For
each candidate location, the cross-modality matching algorithm is repeated using
SDF patches only sampled around this neighborhood, and a slice candidate is
generated via the Procrustes algorithm. The final prediction is the candidate
slice with the lowest Procrustes loss.

In detail, the iterative algorithm works as follows: the coordinates of the
SDF patches identified as matches are projected to the longitudinal axis (z axis
in our coordinate system), and a kernel density estimation (KDE) that fits a
Gaussian mixture density to the projected coordinates is computed. The mKDE

largest local maxima of the density are found and taken as candidate locations.
For each candidate z-coordinate zj , a restricted mesh is computed that only
contains vertices with a z coordinate in the range [zj ± wrestr]. This restricted
mesh is used to sample SDF patches near the mesh surface for this candidate in
the next iteration. The process is repeated until mstep restriction steps have been
performed. The slice transformation with the lowest Procrustes loss is output
as the algorithm’s prediction. The hyperparameters mKDE, wrestr and mstep as
well as the number of sampled SDF and US patches, are tuned on a subset of
the data.

In the above, we restrict ourselves to slices parallel to the axial image plane,
a restriction imposed by the kernel density estimation algorithm we require for
outlier elimination. However, this is the same direction in which the thyroid
is typically scanned during diagnosis and should, therefore, not be limiting in
practice.

4 Experiments

Thyroid Dataset. We evaluate our method on a publically available dataset
of freehand US scans of healthy thyroids acquired from volunteers aged 24 - 39
years [22]. Each US sweep is compounded to a 3D resolution of 0.12 x 0.12 x
0.12 millimeters (mm). We use the right thyroid lobes of a subset of 16 patients
for which ground truth segmentation maps are available. Although the US slices
were labeled under the supervision of radiologists, the segmentation boundaries
contain significant noise, making the correspondence and matching tasks chal-
lenging. Figure 1 (a) depicts various right thyroid lobes from the patient dataset.
The thyroid dataset has high variance in the segmentation contours of a given
sample and in the overall anatomical size and morphology between samples [22].

4.1 Multi-modal Registration

We evaluate the proposed multi-modal registration method by matching US
slices to three types of 3D surface representations (c.f. Figure 1): patient-specific
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3D labels, the mean shape of an SSM, and shapes sampled from an SSM, as
described in section 3.

All experiments in this section are carried out with a 4-fold cross-validation
over the 16 samples. The slice localization accuracy is also tested with two input
voxel patch sizes at the 0.12 mm compounding resolution: (32, 32, 32) and (64,
64, 8). The first two dimensions correspond to the x-y axes of the axial plane,
while the longitudinal axis (z coordinate) projects into the axial image plane. The
longitudinal axis is the direction along which all US sweeps are acquired. The
patches protrude 3.84 mm and 0.96 mm into the longitudinal axis, respectively.

The following experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed method.
For US image to patient-SDF registration, we learn to match US slices to the 3D
SDF representation of the same US acquisition. We also ablate over two training
strategies to train an encoder that enables matching from the US slices to the
shape model. We train the 3D SDF encoder with patches from the mean shape
or shapes sampled from the SSM, with αj ∼ N (0, 0.5) according to Equation 1.
The latter strategy could be considered a form of data augmentation.

To evaluate the generalization capability of our model to the slice matching
task, we generate 50 slices evenly spaced along the longitudinal axis (parallel
to the axial image plane) for each validation thyroid lobe. The models trained
to match US image patches to SSM samples are all evaluated for their slice
prediction capabilities on the mean shape. We report the following metrics for the
proposed matching method: the translational error and absolute rotational error
between the predicted and ground truth slice and the percentage of predictions
with translational error less than 10% and 15% of the longitudinal-axis length
of the mean thyroid lobe. The mean shapes generated from the train set of each
cross-validation fold have a length of 39.5± 0.655 mm.

5 Results & Discussion

Multi-modal Registration. Table 1 depicts the results of our multi-modal
registration model. The model can accurately register US slices to the 3D SDF
contours from the same patient anatomy for both input embedding patch sizes.
The accuracy obtained for this registration is as low as 1.21 ± 0.08mm trans-
lational error and 2.27◦ rotational error, with 96.47% of slices predicted within
10% of the thyroid lobe length for the (64, 64, 8) patch shape. These results
demonstrate that it is possible to match US acquisition slices to a patient-specific
topological thyroid representation with an accuracy sufficient for acquisition and
surgical planning [8].

The best overall slice matching performance on registration to the mean
shape is achieved with a patch shape of (32, 32, 32), yielding an average transla-
tional error of 4.60 mm and a rotational error of 2.39◦, with 75.59% of predicted
slices located within 15% of the ground truth slice, and 51.16% within 10%.

Both of these slice-matching methods have noteworthy practical ramifications
in a clinical setting. For example, if a nodule detected in a patient’s thyroid is
suspected to be malignant, the patient will be recommended for biopsy or follow-
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Table 1. Results for the US slice registration to either an SDF representation of
the patient anatomy or the mean shape from our SSM for two encoder patch sizes.
We evaluate the translational (mm) and rotational error (in absolute degrees) of the
predicted slice to the ground truth US slice and the percentage of slices within 10%
and 15% distance along the z-axis of the mean shape in mm. For all experiments, the
registration target is either the SDF of an individual patient (Patient SDF) or the
mean shape of an SSM (Mean Shape). During training, we ablate over learning to
match features to a Patient SDF, Mean Shape, or SSM samples with α ∼ N(0, 0.5)
(see Section 3).

Patch Dimension Train Source / Reg. Target Trans. error (mm) Rot. error (◦) 10% thresh. 15% thresh.

(32, 32, 32)

Patient SDF 1.82 ± 0.10 2.32 ± 0.15 90.97% ± 1.02 95.71% ± 0.77

Mean Shape 4.60 ± 0.42 2.39 ± 0.25 51.16% ± 7.28 75.59% ± 4.27

SSM / Mean Shape 5.08 ± 0.40 2.64 ± 0.48 42.38% ± 9.70 68.75% ± 6.13

(64, 64, 8)

SDF Patient 1.21 ± 0.08 2.27 ± 0.08 96.47% ± 0.46 98.75% ± 0.49

Mean Shape 4.95 ± 0.41 3.90 ± 1.52 44.38% ± 10.33 71.50% ± 3.51

SSM / Mean Shape 5.38 ± 0.54 4.12 ± 1.05 40.38% ± 9.04 68.38% ± 5.91

up screenings. Furthermore, our methodology generalizes to the more general
mean shape representation, albeit with lower registration accuracy. Localizing
US slices in this manner could enable acquisition planning with respect to an
SSM without additional patient-specific acquisitions. SSMs can be easily shared
and deployed in acquisition systems. They can be represented compactly and do
not contain possibly identifying information. This could ease the accessibility of
such a system for clinics that do not have the resources to curate large medical
atlases.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work

To sample image patches corresponding to the SDF’s surface, our method re-
quires a segmentation contour of the thyroid lobe during training and inference.
In future work, this could be mitigated during inference by learning to segregate
features on the boundary of the organ from other parts of the image during
training. Furthermore, our US slice to SSM matching considers only the mean
shape and samples from the distribution during inference. Using samples from
the SSM as data augmentation proves inferior to matching directly to the PDM
mean shape. However, future works could explore learning to encode the entire
SSM distribution for patch correspondence and general slice localization, as this
could increase localization accuracy.

6 Conclusion

This work presents an automated method for US slice localization to aid in
surgical and acquisition planning. By formulating the localization problem as
a 2D-to-3D registration to a 3D SDF, the proposed method localizes 2D US
slices within two different geometric representations of the patient’s anatomy.
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We demonstrate that our unsupervised correspondence method is robust to the
heterogenous and noisy thyroid topology across a set of individuals. Furthermore,
we propose a pipeline that enables registration of a US slice to not only the sur-
face of the patient anatomy but also a more general statistical representation
across a population. Consistent localization of 2D US slices without a previ-
ous acquisition could enable several applications, including improved automated
robotic scanning, sonographic acquisition planning, or guidance for hands-on US
or anatomical training. Perhaps a glimpse into the complex thyroid anatomy in
the form of a single US image can yield more insight than previously realized.
We are confident this work will advance research in automated thyroid scanning
and diagnosis, which has the potential to improve the quality of life of millions
suffering from thyroid disorders worldwide.
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